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INTRODUCTION

Like many industries, retail lighting is at a crucial
crossroads with most in the industry facing changing
market dynamics that are wreaking havoc on the way
showrooms have traditionally conducted their business.
The collapse of the housing market, the launch of pureplay Internet sites along with retailers who have shrewdly
adopted multi-channel strategies to provide better

service, all assert that new business models must be
adopted. In order to gain an understanding of this
complex trade I had the good fortune to interview 15
manufacturers and retailers who shared their time and
wisdom in support of this white paper, graciously
sponsored by Bravo Business Media, LLC.

- Lauren Freedman – president, the e-tailing group
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The State Of The Lighting Business Today
The weakest of the lighting showrooms in 2009 were reportedly going out of business at a rate
of three per week, plus closures are still taking place and forecast well into 2011. A survival of
the fittest mentality prevails as a pruning of the retail landscape continues. Small “mom and
pops” find themselves challenged to compete in a world of big box players and aggressive
Internet merchants.

Factoring in existing economic challenges, it is important to remember that one can find room
for improvement in all business models. We must realistically acknowledge that housing starts
will not come back to prior levels. What has been a nightmare for the past few years will find a
new normalcy where opportunities for stabilization must include thinking creatively,
diversifying assortments, defining value propositions well, and embracing multi-channel
selling tactics. Unfortunately, according to one leading manufacturer, “There simply are not

enough savvy players displaying the right stuff. While most of us are committed to survival and
the right business model, today most showrooms are sub-optimal and under-executing.”

The five-year crystal ball of those we interviewed suggests that “small guys” will go away, as it
will be difficult to survive amidst the existing financials of a contracting channel. Consolidation of
strong brick and mortar and multi-channel retailers who embrace Internet technology will be
the winners. Based on the predictions of Casablanca Fan Company’s Steve Podell, “This will be a

world of extremes where few mega lighting showrooms will exist and most will fall in either the
5,000-10,000 square foot or 1,500-2,000 square foot range.” Some believe that lighting
showrooms may represent only 25% of the market share, while the web and big boxes will split
remaining revenue.
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Educated Consumers
The web has put the power of purchasing in the hands of a more educated customer, requiring that
retailers embrace evolved store models. According to Joe Rey-Barreau of LightingKnowledge.com,
“The reality of the marketplace is finally hitting home. Unfortunately some were magically thinking
it would be 2005 again, naïve about the business opportunities from new construction versus

redecorating, particularly in the high-end market. When 75% of the market goes away, business
inadequacies become self evident so merchants must excel to survive and thrive.”

He underscores, “Today retailers must have alternative
business plans that can profitably weather the storm.”
These will be explored in this paper as well.

The showroom value proposition must be crystallized
and assortments cultivated to meet the needs of a

changing audience. Outshining the competition from
big box to Internet retailers must be a mandate where
customer service and value-added services are in play
and local trading areas expanded. Inventory is the bane
of most retailers’ existence and should be monitored
with drop-ship considerations evaluated and optimized
for all concerned parties.
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Embracing Creative Solutions
Quoizel’s Rick Seidman acknowledges, “The industry is in
a feeding frenzy. With the housing market crash many
lighting showrooms did not realize their mistakes and
were merely living off padded profits.” Like other
industries he believes it will cycle back, though it will be
slow in the making.

On the horizon, Seidman, and

several others, anticipate lifestyle selling and category
extension that better align with home fashions.

Technology and the emergence of LED will play an
important role in the fixture business. Smart retailers will
take a leadership position, educating themselves then
extending this expertise and value to their customers.

Norm Brown at Norburn Lighting & Bath Centres also
sees technology taking off and believes lighting
showrooms must learn to love technology. Improved
lighting showrooms will have an opportunity to support
the needs of moneyed baby boomers through better
product and superior service.

Mondoluz’s Ryan Bursky is convinced, “Showrooms that lack an identity or an ecommerce
presence will die. Resistance to change, along with a lack of innovation and execution will be a
recipe for disaster.” He envisions new players entering the field and the younger generation filling
the void including a shift from traditional merchandising to lifestyle selling.

a service of Bravo Business Media
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Adam Hepp at Suburban Wholesale Lighting influenced our title choice notating, “In an Internet
world retailers must have longer tentacles as no one is strictly local. We need to try to extend
our bases, embracing and excelling in a multi-channel world where participation is mandatory or
we can kiss our businesses goodbye.” A best-in-class web experience should serve as the

foundation for one’s multi-channel strategy where best practices begin with shoppers
previewing prior to store visits. Driving traffic to the stores is more than a yellow page ad or
cable TV spot and progressive marketing strategies will need to be employed in their support.

Coming Together As an Industry
Tracy Bilbrough at Generation Brands foresees a case of the haves and have-nots, but knows
there needs to be increased volume to cover fixed overhead. “It will be important to expand the

market and grow the category pie by taking business from carpeting and furniture and this will
require all of us to get savvier together.” The industry must pull together with manufacturers
and showrooms united in unprecedented ways. Retailers must own the right products and
receive adequate support from their manufacturer partners and take advantage of technology
to smartly do business in the coming years.
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Setting the stage for the evolution of the lighting business, Bursky at Mondoluz unfortunately
believes companies have not embraced industry realities which impact both distributor and
business model changes. Ten years ago ecommerce forced these shifts on lighting showrooms
and he believes strongly, “Either we adapt, change, or die as such forced shakeups keep the
industry fresh.” The web’s empowered consumer means that lighting merchants must alter the
way they market, advertise, and conduct their business.

The web serves as a convenient scapegoat with merchants rarely sharing just how they are going
to combat such dynamics. Over the past two years, many showrooms went out-of-business and
Bursky expects further closures, but sees this as a natural correction. Lighting showrooms must
recognize the shift is here to stay. He does not perceive the big box sector as a threat because
they’ve always been part of the market, citing Home Depot Expo’s entry and exit as an example.
“They had a great assortment, nice displays, and drew more lighting shoppers to the

neighborhood, but customers still went to local lighting showrooms for experience and category
knowledge. However, today showrooms cannot wait for people to just walk in; they must be
proactive to drive the right traffic.”

“The challenge lies for those retailers who sized themselves incorrectly, becoming ‘too big for
their britches’ in the last housing boom. Now the bust finds them in a precarious business
position,” according to Hermitage Lighting’s Jack Fleischer. In 2004 the retail lighting trade falsely

believed they were good at selling but in reality they were blessed with hungry consumers who
wanted to buy. In 2010, however, things are more difficult. Today having credible expertise is
core to one’s value proposition and viability.

a service of Bravo Business Media
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In fact, most individuals reported a retail mixed bag when I inquired about whether the current
business model for lighting showrooms is working. Lutron’s Rick Angel clearly articulates the
issues, “In today's economic climate, business is a struggle. We are all sharing a smaller pie and
the frequency of change precipitated by the fashion business, with its corresponding design
elements, forces retailers to stay up-to-date and react more quickly than one can turn their
inventory. As a result, lighting showrooms tend to have dated stock. At the same time, many
merchants are struggling to get into the renovation and energy markets now that new

construction has slowed.”
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Embracing a Bricks-and-Clicks Model
From a regional perspective, what is bought in Biloxi will clearly be different than what sells in
St. Louis, but despite one’s locale, ecommerce must be part of the long-term equation. Lighting

showrooms clearly need a new playbook that may include effectively deploying kiosks and TV
visualization in-store. Progressive retailers are experimenting with both technology and the
Internet to figure out what performs best for their business.
Successes are mostly reported among bricks-and-clicks
models while traditional retailers, without Internet
expansion, are under-performing. Consumers still seek out
lighting showrooms for expertise and assortment though
price challenges from both the Internet and big box

players are a force with which to be reckoned.
David Director, President of Connecticut Lighting wisely
foresees, “There are many successful showrooms and
despite the ‘mom and pops’ that may fade away, those that
diversify, appeal to broader customer bases, and have a
web presence, will weather the storm.”
Business models range from family owned businesses with
challenged shopkeepers asking what to do today to
sophisticated sellers that are embracing multi-channel
retailing. The value proposition where one simply houses a

depth of light fixtures will not likely survive beyond small

Fast Facts:

82%
More than 80% of consumers
research home décor products
online prior to making their
final purchase decision…and
this number continues to grow.
Source: Independent Research

15 Miles
Consumers prefer to shop
within 15 miles of their home of
place of business. This signals
an extreme local advantage for
lighting retailers.
Source: TMP Directional Marketing

towns with little competition.
The winning formula will be buttressed by progressive business thinkers who create compelling
destinations with out-of-the-box thinking, and diverse, extended product assortments applied to

multi-channel options that embrace convenience.
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Brown at Norburn Lighting & Bath Centres reflects, “It's an antiquated business; we should be
positioning ourselves as lighting centers versus lighting showrooms.” He is emphatic that things
are going to have to change as trends move toward fluorescent and LED, rethinking how one

goes to market where sophistication will be the order of the day. Despite all the challenges and a
very competitive landscape, most customers will still want to touch and see the product before
they buy. Norburn Lighting emphasizes that lighting is still a style business and customer
knowledge, despite all the technology inroads, is still relatively limited.

Generations Brands’ Bilbrough concurs that anytime design is involved, seeing fixtures up-close
and personal, similarly to apparel, is important and online can’t fully address that dimension.

He acknowledges that the web can work for commodity products, such as recessed fixtures, but
believes that there is an absolute place for lighting showrooms. Locally, just as when people
shop for cars, they want to know what the glass looks like, Bilbrough believes most consumers
will be satisfied buying lighting online.

Bursky at Mondoluz notes that in every region one can find showrooms that standout and
innovate. Like the majority of those I interviewed, he believes that the lighting showroom

industry is locked in a box, typically afraid to go outside of perceived norms. Rarely will
merchants set fashion trends to distinguish themselves from the competition. Unfortunately,
despite having purchased beautiful product, most present the same tired displays, taking a
copycat mentality regardless of their role in decorating people’s homes.

a service of Bravo Business Media
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Big Box Not an Issue
Most did not see big box stores as an issue, citing that from their initiation until today market
share remains in the 25% range. They can only dedicate approximately 5,000 square feet to
lighting which limits variety and choice. Instead, big box stores focus on opening price-points
and low margin items that have high turns, leaving an important opening for lighting showrooms
to compete.
Pricing pressure has killed sales opportunities for commodity grade items according to

Hermitage Lighting’s Fleischer,
“As the big box folks don’t focus on decorative
selection, assortment is one important way
lighting showrooms can compete rather than
featuring ‘me too’ product from Home Depot
or Lowe’s. However, they are here to stay and
it’s up to the lighting showrooms to outservice

and outsell them. That means being more nimble
with their investments, working with vendors that
don’t sell to big box players, and penalizing those who do.”

Lutron’s Angel recommends going after new markets such as energy where value and expertise
will be differentiators. “By knowing product and new lighting technology, such as lighting
controls and new light sources, one can always outperform big box and the Internet.”

One major manufacturer agrees that big box retail is here to stay and further observes.
“Of course the Internet will grow. It will be interesting to see who will service the new
construction market when it comes back as in the past builders sought out lighting showrooms,
so with all the expected changes there may be a void in some markets.”

a service of Bravo Business Media
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Manufacturers Are Being Challenged As Well

Challenges are present for manufacturers as well as
retailers. Several lament that there is no brand equity
among manufacturers noting the lack of a level playing
field with comments like, “Seventy years gets me
nothing.” I was told of manufacturers, in tight financial
positions, making business decisions that don’t always

benefit lighting showrooms.

Operationally sound manufacturers need to avoid
expensive multiple shipments and meet promised
delivery dates to ensure economic well being for
their channels of distribution.
Hermitage Lighting’s Fleischer regrets the lack of loyalty. He has seen pricing go down the tubes

rather than product selection garnering manufacturer support. While the manufacturer front is
oversaturated, he nonetheless encourages vendors to make better decisions about who to sell
stating, “Strategically partnering with the right showroom and putting in place a smart go-tomarket strategy will see results that find 1+1=3. Without making the right strategic choices, we will
continue to find ourselves in a ‘wild, wild west’ predicament that is detrimental to all.”
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The Educated Consumer
Now that we have an overview of the state of the lighting industry, I will address changes in the
mindset of the consumer. As a result of the advent of the web, the most significant changes in
behavior are that today’s customer is clearly educated and spends significant time online
researching and learning about products.
When asked what percent of their shopping visits
involve

prior

researching

online,

consumers

indicated that it is a factor at least 50% the time,
and often significantly more per a survey of 1,000
consumers conducted by the e-tailing group and
PowerReviews.
Rick Seidman at Quoizel makes an example of the
automobile vertical where shoppers in the past
began their research with Consumer Reports and

subsequently moved to previewing and pricing
items online before buying in other channels.
Lighting industry experts are seeing similar behavior
patterns. In fact, when asked, “What are the top
three changes you have seen in the lighting business
as a result of the Internet?” - The #1 answer was an
educated consumer.
Steve Podell at Casablanca Fan Company observes that despite lower price-points in retail
showrooms, today the customer is clearly in control. “They walk in with phones, arm themselves
with online prices, challenge the showroom price, and most merchants will match their online
counterparts.”

a service of Bravo Business Media
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Lighting 101 - Category Insight and Idea Generation Begins Online

Progress Lighting’s Decker explains, “The Internet is the first point of contact for initial research.
It is extremely rare that a lighting showroom visitor has not gone online prior to a store visit.
They have both a clearer picture of assortments and a keener awareness of the category’s

price range than in the past. Along with this behavior comes more ‘evolved’ consumers.”
According to one large manufacturer, “These consumers use the Net to formulate ideas, gaining
an understanding of what they like and dislike. In turn they are more focused on what they want
when they arrive at the doorsteps of lighting retailers.”

Customers know more about the category; have visibility into pricing, and an expectation of
what the product should cost, although they do not always understanding the value
proposition. Connecticut Lighting’s Director finds, “Despite the Internet’s growth it has created
confusion when online consumers see $9 and $49 fixtures in the same category. As an industry
we haven't done a good job of educating potential customers on product quality and post-

purchase we see lots of disappointment, which bodes poorly for our industry at large.”

Lutron’s Angel shares one of the biggest changes and challenges, “Often the customer is more
educated than the sales associates on a particular issue. While we might expect this to be true in
a big box environment, it should not be the case in a specialty store world. Along with this
education, consumers clearly know they have more choices and expect wider assortments yet
despite self-education they are not necessarily as knowledgeable when it comes to value. They

have expanded views of the possibilities, elevated aspirations, and this newfound knowledge
pushes them to reach beyond local retailers to satisfy shopping desires.” Due to these factors,
Suburban Wholesale’s Hepp reinforces, “Lighting showrooms must close the sale on the first
visit because once a shopper leaves you have likely lost them as they hunt for better prices
elsewhere.”

a service of Bravo Business Media
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Merchandising Matters
Merchandising starts with finding one’s niche as today you cannot be all things to all people;
therefore some target consumers and others focus on the builder market. “Very often,”
according to Joe Rey-Barreau of LightingKnowledge.com, “showrooms are using outdated
techniques when it comes to merchandising. They have often not reinvested over the course of
the years in new merchandising strategies; and as big box stores have recognized the value of

lighting by placing it front and center as you enter their stores, too many showrooms remain
undifferentiated by displaying an overwhelming sea of fixtures.”

Generation Brands’ Bilbrough agrees and insists that they must change the look of showrooms
to light the way people live, as chandeliers often represent 70% of the displays. “Having the right
product mix in accordance with local style preferences and looking beyond standard assortments
by offering more bathroom products, testing outdoor lighting or getting creative with kitchen

options should be considered.”

The Internet has put pressure on retail prices and most noted that they were now forced to work
on lower margins. Director at Connecticut Lighting implores, “Manufacturers must make choices
about where and how to sell their products as today many are simply shooting themselves in the
foot having lowered the bar relative to product placement.” Retailers must often sell four times
the product to get to the same revenue number since the combination of lower pricing and

lesser quality has altered customer expectations. An example that brings this to light is Home
Depot offering an LED lamp at $19.99 while lighting showroom price points are in the $50-$60
range. Home Depot is then perceived as the standard and strong programs are not readily
adopted among lighting showrooms. Ultimately quality concerns surface in the consumer’s mind
and that becomes problematic for the entire industry.

a service of Bravo Business Media
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As discussed earlier, when it comes to the Internet it is essential that one has product

competitively priced to ensure assortments contain the range of desired price points. Lighting
showrooms realize that they are not as unique as they once were. “One of the opportunities is
to offer the long tail, but in many instances lighting showrooms are constrained by physical
space and clutter which still doesn't allow for the differentiation they desire,” according to
Casablanca Fan Company’s Podell.

“Smaller retailers should not look at Home Depot and Lowe’s as enemies. They should be more

open to having lower prices and must work to leverage their unique selling proposition of value
and service,” urges Progress Lighting’s Decker, “It would be ideal to have one’s highly trained
staff address the house holistically where positioning one’s associates as certified lighting
consultants would add to any showroom’s value.” New technologies in lighting were suggested
as a way to expand assortments and drive revenues. Thinking niche could be an advantage for
lighting showrooms with the advent of LED and new technologies where these lighting ‘gurus’
are put into practice.

Lutron’s Angel would like to see more people to be engaged in lighting controls and energy as a
category, since lighting showrooms rarely sell a fixture package with the correct lighting controls
and bulbs. Mondoluz’s Bursky feels that existing showrooms do not have technology down and
with the emergence of LED as the predominant light source, those that pay attention will reap
revenue benefits.

Lifestyle extensions, attractive products at fair prices, along with impulse cash and carry
products plus styles suited to local markets were referenced as opportunistic by a number of
those interviewed. Supporting product categories from area rugs to art could also help

showrooms diversify. Other niches of note included window shading products and alliances with
installers that serve as a time-savings for shoppers.
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Clear Value Proposition Critical

Every interview I conducted inferred that retailers must do a better job of

knowing their product, being competitively priced, and most importantly
communicating their real value proposition. Showrooms must combat the
consumer’s price-only “I CAN GET IT CHEAPER” mantra by meeting and
exceeding service demands.

One large manufacturer wisely began with the customer when asked, “What
challenges are lighting showrooms facing today relative to competing against

Internet savvy merchants and big box players?” He identified three consumer
types. First are those who want help and likely will gravitate to lighting
showrooms or interior designers. Second is the Do-It-Yourself segment, driven
to big box stores by pricing. The third segment is a cross-over customer who
both compares prices and shops for value.
Lighting showrooms can compete with the Internet for this business, but to-date selling

against the web via strategic ‘why buy from me’ messaging has not been adequately
articulated. He believes that as an industry the focus has been on how much one is paying for
labor and not how well trained one’s employees might be.

Ironically, he observes that despite the obstacles, many ecommerce players have done an
adequate job of training their staff to compete against lighting showrooms. His recommendation
is that rather than worry about those customers unlikely to visit showrooms, retailers should
squarely turn their focus to the service side of the equation for those who will come and buy.
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Back to Basics Mentality

There is no magic wand that can be waived. Hermitage Lighting’s Fleischer provides this
assessment: “It’s all about getting back to basics and being good operators. This includes
keeping inventory both current and well displayed plus being aware of the competition.
Retailers must service ‘like hell’ to capture and build relationships with their customers. The

lighting industry is losing share to other home décor sellers as both our category and our
channel partners are behind the times. There must be a sense of urgency to the transition
that needs to take place. The older generation, who currently run many of the showrooms,
don’t get it. They think it’s just the economy, but I believe it’s 30% the economy and 70%
not getting to the right people.”

a service of Bravo Business Media
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The Service Factor

There are a number of things that lighting showrooms must do according to the industry experts
surveyed. First and foremost they must raise their level of customer service to meet elevated
shopper expectations. LightingKnowledge.com’s Rey-Barreau suggests, “A look at showroom
hours, particularly in the context of the 24x7 world, should be reviewed as rarely are Sunday
hours available and even weekday hours are perceived as being relatively limited.”

“Thriving means moving beyond price; thinking about value added offerings,” states Lutron’s

Angel who challenges the lack of creativity in the market by suggesting opportunities to offer
installation, package products, and other ideas that include the right light bulbs and the right
lighting control. “One example might be to offer an energy audit, leveraging its value against a
future purchase. Of course this will also require personal selling where retailers must stake out
expertise by training staff to deliver against their value proposition. Merchants can also leverage
the web to provide printouts of ideas and supporting product, better servicing customers with
design, redecorating, and remodeling tips.”

Believing that many of these showrooms don't truly see themselves as retailers, but rather as
showrooms to the builder trade, Quoizel’s Seidman suggests working on strengthening the store
experience including in-store events. “It will be imperative that they get creative and draw
people into their stores by servicing shoppers in ways that ecommerce can't compete, like
educational seminars.” Mondoluz’s Bursky also recommends getting creative by hosting open
houses with classes and training. He foresees an opportunity to team up with other local

businesses where sharing costs and customers could create a win-win for all concerned parties.
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Lack of Business Savvy

Industry pundits perceive that most lighting showrooms have way too much stock and feature
too many lines to be profitable. They have no comprehension of the cost of holding inventory;
lacking the management sense that would propel their businesses forward, particularly in tough
times.
A simple example is freight being paid to multiple vendors where vendor consolidation could be
an important first step for many. Observers comment, “They don't seem to see the difference
between cash and income and luckily most have never had to deal with times like these in two
to three generations, but now they must make hard choices to push ahead. Inventory is one of
the largest costs of doing business so evaluating product mix and not being overstocked can
contribute to one’s performance as well. With a lot of redundant product in the market,

inventory choices should be made.”
Quoizel’s Seidman further notes, “Sentiment in the industry suggests stocking everyday items as
‘cutting your nose to spite your face’ does
not make good business sense.” Making
stock decisions depends on whether one
has a cash and carry business. Watching
one’s inventory allows merchants to
effectively manage their money which
could be better invested elsewhere.
Several retailers, taking a contrarian point-

of-view, caution relying on manufacturers
to have desired inventory on an “as
needed” basis.
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Store Challenges
Mixed sentiments surrounding inventory positions were
shared

during

my

interviews.

Everything

from

accommodating immediate consumer needs to cash flow
challenges of overstocked showrooms was discussed and
much of that banter centered on stock levels. Non-stock
items are a blessing and curse as Norburn Lighting & Bath

Centre’s Brown explains, “Product may arrive late, come
broken, and even a color may be off yet as a retailer we’re
stuck with the product and when RTAs are not possible,
this can become cost prohibitive.”

Casablanca Fan Company’s Podell correctly states, “The Internet can offer every manufacturer sku
while lighting showrooms can’t compete as there the consumer only has access to what's on
display.” Not only are lighting showrooms challenged, but manufacturers face their own unique
set of challenges. Several retailers see many manufacturers having difficult times where they
simply do not have sufficient inventories on hand. Under such scenarios instant gratification is not
a reality despite the power and potential of drop-ship. Some savvy retailers are stocking up and
using this approach as a point-of-differentiation for their business.
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The Drop-Ship / Inventory Balancing Act
I solicited insights from the community in order to understand the delicate balance between
stock and drop-ship. There is no magic formula, but drop-ship is about balance rather than a

one size fits all approach. Several manufacturers pointed out that inventory levels should center
on one’s customer base, but beyond that they believe that placing orders and stocking product
will continue to be important.

One’s business mix is also a consideration when it comes to drop-ship. A 20,000 square foot
showroom that has strong salespeople and stock to take home is in a much different position
than a smaller business that is more limited in its stocking capability. Additionally, certain items

such as chandeliers may be better served by drop-ship rather than inventory on hand.
Ultimately circumstances and showroom needs supported by business math should
determine drop-ship requirements.

Inventory

Drop-Ship
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Manufacturer sentiment is that as long as retailers
are investing in product and stocking merchandise,

they are happy to accommodate drop-ship needs.

With some boasting over 5,000 products in their
lines, of which stores only carry on average 300-400
items, one manufacturer emphasizes that they must
offer such an option. He adds that delivery direct to
the showroom is better for all parties and likely leads

to additional purchasing which plays to the retailer’s
advantage.

Merchants like Hermitage Lighting’s Fleischer prefer
to see their salespeople sell what they own, short of
apartment buildings or large contract items. He
knows that one can’t satisfy customers without

inventory, but nonetheless understands that they
also can't compete with retailers that do not hold
inventory. Fill rates from manufacturers in the past
have been low though today they have escalated into
the 90% range. Despite 48-hour turnaround times he
does not necessarily believe it improves service to
the end-consumer.
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Generation Brands’ Bilbrough sees some downside to drop-ship because significantly more freight
expenses must be factored in, particularly as most manufacturers are better equipped to send larger
orders to a few retailers, rather than shipping to individuals. Despite these challenges,

manufacturers must embrace the times to help showrooms maximize their businesses. Balance
again comes into play when overstocked retailers continually return product. As one vendor
candidly puts it, “I’d rather have to drop-ship than continue to take back excessive product
returns.”

Most manufacturers would like to see everyone maintain stock, but realize that is not realistic.
Technology requirements and system demands on the part of both manufacturers and retailers
suggest that drop-ship options should only be considered when sophisticated infrastructure and
adequate systems are in place. However, those manufacturers who are already paying freight may
prefer the drop-ship model. Of course it is important to remember that this is time consuming and

labor intensive which can be difficult to accommodate in a resource-strapped environment.

In conclusion, there should be fundamental fairness in the industry. If one is not stocking product
then there should be no drop-shipping. Manufacturers need distribution and the “gift” of drop-ship
should only be available accordingly.
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Thinking beyond Local Borders

As Hepp at Suburban Lighting explains, “No one is strictly ‘local’ anymore; most of us are trying to
extend our base to do business beyond our current audience.”

LightingKnowledge.com’s

Rey-Barreau maintains, “Lighting showrooms need to change how they generate new business as
today most continue to use traditional, and local, media outlets, still looking to newspapers and
cable television, while not taking full advantage of the internet, social media, and other
technologies.”

Quoizel’s Seidman concurs, “Showrooms must embrace new channels of

advertising so that when customers in your trading area are ready and start their search online,

local showrooms deliver a strong presence with the ‘I'm your local guy’ message via Internet
advertising.”

Casablanca Fan Company’s Podell thinks that companies like Lamps Plus have figured out the right
model resulting in high volume on the Internet as well as in their physical stores. Quoizel’s Seidman
regrets that most lighting showrooms have a ‘bad taste’ for the Net and fears that if they don’t
embrace the Internet as part of their business it will be detrimental. He accentuates that they

don’t have to reinvent the wheel as there are plenty of lessons to be learned from multi-channel
pioneers like Barnes & Noble, or Best Buy. They provide an enhanced store experience by
delivering the best of both channels, from store events to pickup in-store, with convenience core to
their value proposition.
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Start With An Internet Site

Several manufacturers indicate that most showrooms don't
have a basic Internet site, let alone brochureware. Many see
ecommerce as totally over their heads and even if they could
do it, somehow they don’t think they could afford it. Brown

at Norburn Lighting & Bath Centres agrees, knowing that
most ‘mom and pops’ are in a precarious position and
unfortunately only a small percent of showrooms are
computer savvy. Recommendations to embrace the web
include hiring internally or searching out consultants to
move more retailers into the 21st century. Of course he
would prefer someone in-house, who understands their

business, to tackle this assignment.
Other options include staffing up with personnel that want to learn the Net or including more email
support to effectively communicate with customers. He knows educating internally and investing in
training is important but finds that many retailers resist the add-on cost of training and fret about
losing trained employees to the competition.

Generation Brands’ Bilbrough estimates that among lighting showrooms only about one-half have a
website and potentially only 20% have embraced ecommerce. He finds the ability to connect with

the shopper who starts online key to success as today the Internet has reached at most 10% of the
market. “To compete with the likes of multi-channel and specialty merchants such as Lamps Plus or
Lightology, retailers need to learn the ‘secret sauce’ of showrooms and the Internet working
together and today only a few are in a good position in that regard.”
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If they are not already online in a successful way, lighting showrooms need to work with
manufacturers and technology companies to establish an Internet presence. Per Bilbrough one
issue is the lighting showroom’s inability to capture the previewer online, where shoppers look to
narrow their choices via best-in-class online search tools. Without such capabilities showrooms
are not in a strong position to serve customers and shoppers go elsewhere to satisfy their needs.

Lutron’s Angel suggests that today many manufacturers have very good websites and retailers can
piggyback on these investments for everything from educational training to placing orders. Tying
into these sites means access to design programs and collection visualization tools so showrooms
can deliver higher customer satisfaction by better assisting with room layout and making the right
product selections. Hermitage Lighting’s Fleischer recommends using ALA’s tools to develop
websites adding that lead generation is an excellent starting point. “The web provides a multitude
of opportunities where growing one’s email database is an excellent first step.”

Connecticut Lighting’s Director finds that the web is ideal to pass along a retailer’s knowledge or
answer customers’ questions, but most importantly to drive one’s brick and mortar business. He
notes, “There is no instant gratification; retailers need a holistic program and advertising budgets
must be proportionate to their business size.”
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Mondoluz’s Bursky encourages lighting showrooms
to incorporate content into their websites by
tapping into many years of industry knowledge
including projects and solution selling that help
solve everyday problems. This information can also
be viewed on screens in showrooms when working
with customers or positioned for self-service
browsing that allows shoppers to explore and
experience one’s assortment and expertise.

As the Internet is still challenged relative to the
product size and scale issues, Generation Brands’
Bilbrough believes that showrooms must get savvy

about today's market by combining the ease and
searchability of Net with the touch and feel of the
showroom. This also means taking advantage of
SEO to secure a higher position in Google.
Technology is predicated on data. For starters retailers and manufacturers may want to make it
difficult for the end-consumer to price shop by changing skus. At the same time, from Hermitage
Lighting's perspective, merchants need to get better data from the manufacturers as prices,
styles, and stock are constantly being changed so retailers are never sure if product information
is current. Unlike the existing archaic scenario, a direct feed from vendors would limit merchant
embarrassment and increase customer satisfaction when only in-stock and properly priced

products are shown.
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In-Store Opportunities

Knowing that the Internet must be part of all business models
moving forward, one manufacturer ardently believes kiosks in the
store environment that embrace the Internet would be of great
value to retail showrooms.
“Taking advantage of the Internet in-store is ideal. Retailers could
use

design tools

to effectively

provide

customers

with

comprehensive proposals. This level of personal and technological
service puts showrooms in a position where their customers would
not want to go elsewhere as they will be receiving the ‘right’
package at local retailers,” envisions Lutron’s Angel.
Casablanca Fan Company’s Podell shares a bricks-and-clicks story about one retailer reducing their
footprint by only putting best selling models on display. Utilizing big screens/monitors to connect
to wider assortments and more in-depth product information, consumers access the web

in-store to buy product.

They leverage electrical product information to complement selling via

in-store kiosks as well. While manufacturers will spend money on printed literature he is
convinced that digital approaches are a much more powerful opportunity and recommends that
manufacturers offer product information in this manner.
Several major manufacturers believe many showrooms are scared of the Net fearing that if they
sat customers in front of a website seven out of ten would go home and buy. They see
opportunity in a software tool that one could put on an iPad or access via workstation
demonstration areas. Sales associates could then work with customers, facilitating on the spot
solution selling versus flipping through traditional manufacturer catalogs. Like others they think
it is imperative to get the order today as every time a customer walks out the odds of getting
them back are highly unlikely.
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Print Catalogs versus Digital Delivery

Speaking of catalogs, we also sought to also
understand

if

the

lighting

community

believes that millions of printed catalogs are
here to stay or if they anticipate using
technology to supplant or replace this
channel.

Reaffirming that the shift is underway, one manufacturer summarizes,
“We will print fewer hard copies and likely do more via electronic means, but the question is
how precipitous the change will be.”

Quoizel’s Seidman reminds us that different customer bases have distinct levels of technical

understanding where a preference for the printed catalog still prevails. He acknowledges that
despite such interest print runs are down and declining in importance.

Generation Brands’ Bilbrough is honest saying that if you had asked four years ago he would have
predicted ‘no more catalogs’, but now agrees that consumers still love paging through them and
they do drive sales. However, as younger customers emerge newer technologies may replace the
print catalog. “If we invest in putting emerging technologies in our showrooms the reliance on

catalogs would also lessen. The catalog’s role would then be relegated to a reference tool as stores
would deliver a higher quality experience. Realistically, it may be another decade before this change
fully plays out.”
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Print Catalogs versus Digital Delivery
Additionally, Lutron’s Angel knows that twenty minutes after you print the catalog, it's out-of date
and that the tremendous cost advantages to electronic must be weighed.

“With the growing trend toward digital utilization by both customers and channel partners
expectations bold well for a greater digital embrace.”

The catalog has served many important roles for the
showroom. Per a manufacturer, “If one didn’t get an
order they would stick the catalogs in the customer’s
hand and hope to get lucky. With the Internet a force
to be reckoned with that customer’s business might be
lost because some no longer use the catalog in this
way

as

manufacturers’

product

numbers

are

searchable.”

Brown at Norburn also sees consumption going down,
but does not predict disappearance as designers,
architects, and others still desire the printed catalog.
“It’s a challenge for us as the ability to access lines we
don’t do business with or that we can’t acquire tends
to open up a can of worms.”
Connecticut Lighting’s Director does a lot of home shows and finds when customers are given a
choice between the CD or catalog, they opt for the bulkier catalog. He too expects a shift but
observes that we are not there yet.
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Bursky at Mondoluz sees the future focused on interactivity. PDFs can be created of online product
and stunning custom catalogs made available. It’s suggested that if you have the right resource
online it is no longer necessary to put out 300-page catalogs to showcase two items of interest.
Some say the ease of electronic delivery and viewing possibilities via devices like the iPad will
accelerate the decline of print catalogs.

Even with such important shifts, others are
emphatic that the catalog is here to stay, but

should be de-emphasized.

Podell at Casablanca Fan Company would like
to see money shifted from such literature
invested into showroom kiosks, stressing that
if showrooms and manufacturers pulled
together, electronic formats would facilitate
a swifter end to catalogs.
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In-Store Electronic Opportunities

Generation Brands’ Bilbrough cites CarMax as an example of a company who uses the web in a
retail environment. Knowing that lighting showrooms have access to ten to forty times what they
can display, the web shortcuts the catalog and allows access via plasma screen. He believes that
working with a showroom expert to assess and service their needs would wow one’s customers
and foster better relationship building.

Per Director, Connecticut Lighting’s experiment with closed loop TV to highlight restoration projects
reinforces its value proposition including plans for further roll-out as the economy improves.

Recalling some resistance from older salespeople one lighting showroom learned from their early
adopter efforts to service the customer using pocket PCs and handheld devices, “Technology
solutions must be designed around the pace of one’s showroom and the technology prowess of

one’s employees. Beyond sales, technology can enable systems that assist salespeople to improve
follow up with both customers and prospects by thanking them for their business and quoting
future orders. Access to manufacturer data is of course optimal and facilitation via kiosks in-store
with real-time inventory is powerful though sometimes such access to non-stock items works
against our inventory model.”

All in all, lighting showrooms should evaluate digital opportunities to ratchet up their store

experiences, taking advantage of technology to better serve all customers at a tempo that best
supports their unique circumstances.
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From a “crystal ball” perspective, Connecticut Lighting’s Director predicts there will be fewer
players with distributors and retailers all working much closer together.
“Fundamentally,” Angel at Lutron reflects, “it’s a
very small industry where personal relationships
among showrooms and manufacturers as well as
stores and their customers are important for

survival. As an industry we need to join together
to promote our products and services from a
lifestyle perspective, extending and growing the
business to reflect today’s consumers and the
challenging economic times.”

Casablanca Fan Company’s Podell sees strategies

constantly changing. As manufacturers we must
make choices with how we invest in supporting
small brick and mortar shops that may be
required to order directly online or go through
master distributors. Our job as manufacturers is
to supply product and content that allows lighting
showrooms to differentiate themselves from big
box stores while still being competitive in a
market oriented around low price-points.”

Lutron’s Angel adds, “Beyond delivering product innovation, this also means building training
programs to support cross-channel efforts.”
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Support the Right Merchants

Adjusting to doing business in a shrinking market manufacturers are bundling and retailers are
being serviced with broader product assortments from a smaller number of vendors. Some believe
that one-stop shopping saves money in the long run as it costs money to do business with a
manufacturer. Understanding all too well that there are soft costs of doing business, manufacturers

are also attempting to minimize expenses for retailers.

Quoizel’s Seidman references the fact that they, like others, are choosier about the markets they
want to serve and the shows in which they participate as both are very expensive propositions.
“Of course we need a presence, but we no longer need to be everywhere.”

Clean distribution came into the discussion including a web policy that provides protection with

commentary along these lines: “As manufacturers we must make sure that products aren't
auctioned and that pricing strategies support the right channels of distribution allowing retailers to
make a healthy margin.”

From a retail point-of-view, Norburn Lighting & Bath Centre’s Brown has concern for the
manufacturer, but dislikes their shotgun supply approach. “They provide little input and don’t
have the free exchange of information we desire.”

He also expresses concern with product

availability from China at needed price-points and knows they must seek alternatives.
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The business should be a partnership where both lighting showrooms and customers win. This
means appropriate inventory levels, support, and two-way communication. A lighting showroom

retailer recalls only one focus group in 44 years, indicating challenges on both sides.
Also stating that it starts with relationships,

Fleischer at Hermitage Lighting provides a lengthy
wish

list

when

manufacturers

asked,

play

“What

in

role

supporting

should
lighting

showrooms and why?” Beyond that he envisions
help with inventory turn, return allowances, in-store
displays, and strong marketing incentives. Support is
also sought for training programs, open houses, and

product literature. “In the end,” he says, “we will go
to those who take good care of us.”

Lastly he notes technology as it is incumbent to help
move

business

forward.

“Working

with

manufacturers who have a sophisticated supply
chain can make it easier to get what you want,

how you want it and when you need it.”
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The Right Support
Director at Connecticut Lighting suggests that go-to-market strategies need to be reviewed;
exploring how to sell more products where assistance with sell-through and adequate support
are forthcoming while distribution is smartly managed. Both online and offline assistance are
desired including cooperative dollars. “Manufacturers can be the educators through sales
training and funding via coop advertising should be technology-centric rather than old world
focused.” Manufacturers like Quoizel feel that some requests are unfair such as when lighting
showrooms ask for displays at no costs, unlimited returns, and spiffs for shows. While such

spending was palatable during the building boom, volume cutbacks and benefit packages must
reflect current participation levels and should be reserved for top players.

Quoizel’s Seidman is on target saying, “We must be the best at what we
do. During these challenging times both retailers and manufacturers

must remain calm by providing a strong value proposition for
customers, with an appropriate inventory level that balances stock and
drop-ship needs ensuring a stronger financial model. Working with
manufacturer partners as a team, staying on the cutting edge of lighting
technology, and keeping sales associates trained with top selling
strategies is a model that should work.”
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EMBRACE TECHNOLOGY
• All must embrace technology to more efficiently run the lighting business and give customers a
more exciting in-store experience.

MULTI-CHANNEL PRESENCE

• The Internet and a sophisticated multi-channel presence should be present to win as well.
ACCESS TO THE WEB IN-STORE

• Customers will demand that they have access to the web in-store where best-in-class shopping
should be available at retail counters, kiosks and iPads to access broader inventory options and
showcase robust selling tools that manufacturers can share with the community.

It is at this juncture that the experience and wisdom of top lighting showrooms can shine and
opportunities to extend the meaning of “local” foretell growth rather than decline. The strong
value proposition of the right product, coupled with superior service should then be in place to
supply cross-channel choice for consumers and to ensure that lighting showrooms evolve,
survive, and thrive in the new economic reality.
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Thank You!
I have been in the lighting industry for close to 20 years and
my family has been in the industry for over 90 years. I have a
great appreciation for the many challenges and successes
that lighting showrooms have had over the years. The

current challenge is no doubt the biggest in history yet.
Clearly recognizing the challenge from my past positions in
the industry, I have founded Bravo Business Media to help
the lighting showroom industry change their business
model to fit the times.
Our service, MyLightingShowroom.com, provides lighting
showrooms with an easy to use, affordable, turnkey service
that can establish lighting showrooms as a multi-channel

Ace H. Rosenstein, president
Bravo Business Media, LLC

merchant…quickly.
Prior to the debut of MyLightingShowroom.com, the playing field for lighting e-tailers and

brick-and-mortar lighting retailers was skewed towards e-tailers. With the launch of my
company’s services, we intend to leverage our deep rooted experience to return that advantage
to local lighting showrooms occupying traditional storefronts.

According to independent research, it is evident that over 80% percent of consumers shopping
for lighting prefer to do their research online, but less than 10 percent actually buy online. With
our turnkey online service, MyLightingShowroom.com helps lighting retailers hyper drive their

success in today's challenging retail marketplace by boosting online and in store traffic.
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Featuring products from over 100 top lighting manufacturers, retailers can quickly launch a retail

site that will incorporate best of breed practices rivaling today's leading ecommerce lighting sites at an affordable price and with a visible Internet presence fully optimized to take advantage of
search engines.

Simply put, MyLightingShowroom.com provides an online presence that is as good as any of the
online-only etailers, enabling ecommerce and of course is an in-store catalog merchandising tool
as well. You can then leverage your local advantage of a great online web site AND a local
showroom where your customers can see the product and get professional sales advice.
In an era where all shopping starts on the Internet, make sure you are there and you look as good
as the leading online merchants. The beginning of every sale is getting the traffic. Your showroom
online will generate the qualified traffic you need, allowing you to display the breadth and depth
of all the products you sell.
Invest 15 minutes in a presentation with us and we will show you what your business can look like
overnight with the services of Bravo Business Media and MyLightingShowroom.com.
To me, the facts speak for themselves and the lighting industry must embrace the changing
market dynamics, customer expectations, and technology utilization.

We hope you found this paper informative and inspiring.
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